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Abstract
In this paper we present a compilation scheme along with optimizations for array
iterators in the synchronous data ow language Lustre We present the iterators
inspired from functional languages mechanisms such as map and foldl and
show how to compile them into ecient imperative code that manipulates arrays
and loops instead of inecient code were arrays are expanded into independent
variables
 Introduction
Lustre is a synchronous data ow language developed at Verimag since 
It is dedicated to the programming of reactive systems particularly used in
critical applications 	power plants
 airplanes
 etc It is the core language
of the Scade graphical tool developed by Esterel Technologies and used for
developing control systems for Schneider s power plants and Airbus
The language provides constructors powerful enough to describe every feature
of such systems and restrictive enough to answer criticality constraints we
dont want any dynamical error 	bound overow
 invalid pointer access
 etc
Arrays have been introduced in LustreV for hardware purposes 	mainly
initialization of regular circuits for which the operators proposed 	slice
extractions
 concatenation of arrays were particularly adapted As we shall
see
 the compilation techniques used are adapted to hardware development
and to verication
 but not to software development 	the main application of
Lustre the code produced is not ecient
In order to solve these problems
 some iterators were proposed by N Halb
wachs and F Maraninchi
 adapting to Lustre constructs widely used in func
tional programming The idea was to give constructs for which it is always
easy to generate ecient loop code
Section  presents some concepts about Lustre Section  presents the Lustre
iterators Sections  and  present compilation and optimization algorithms
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to generate ecient imperative code for the iterators Section 
 presents
implementation and casestudy results Section  concludes and gives the
main perspectives of this work
 The Lustre language and programming environment
Lustre is a dataow 	every variable or expression denotes a sequence of
values and synchronous 	programs are ruled by a clock language Its style
is declarative outputs of programs are dened by unordered equations
 Overview of the language
Variables expressions and equations Every variable or expression
denotes a ow
 ie a possibly innite sequence of values of a given type A
variable X represents the sequence x

 x

     x
i
 x
i
    	x
i
being the value of
x at the ith instant of the execution of the program Basic types 	boolean

integer and real can be organized in tuples and arrays Any operator
from 

 

     
n
to  	 and 
i
being types is applied pointwise to
innite sequences of these types Thus if X  	x

 x

     x
i
    and Y 
	y

 y

     y
i
    then X  Y  	x

 y

 x

 y

     x
i
 y
i
    Usual
arithmetic 	
 
 
 
 div
 mod
 boolean 	or
 and
 not
 relational 	
 
 


  and conditional 	ifthenelse operators are provided
Temporal operators There exists an operator pre to talk about the past of
an expression n  
 pre	X
n
 x
n
 So pre	X  	nil x

 x

     x
i
   
	nil denotes an undened value The initialization operator  is also pro
vided X  Y	x

 y

     y
i

Equations and nodes A variable id is dened by an equation id 
expression Equations can be grouped in nodes that have inputs
 outputs

local variables and a set of equations dening the outputs and local variables
Nodes can be connected with each other by node calls
 Constraints on cyclic denitions and compilation
A set of equations describes a network of operators
 and is equivalent to the
description of a combinational circuit The same constraints apply sets of
equations with instantaneous loops 	like  fx  y  z z  x   g are
ruled out by the compiler 	it is a set of xpoint equations that perhaps has
solutions
 but it is not accepted as a dataow program Lustre programs are
compiled into imperative programs in C
 which have the following form
Initialize memories
Always dof
Read inputs
Compute outputs
Update memoriesg
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node NY  int returns X  int
let
X		
  Y		 
X		  Y		 
X  Y 
tel
1
4
5
0
2
3
4
2
3
0
5
1
X Y
Fig  A slice expression and the corresponding dependencies between X and Y
 Manipulating arrays in LustreV
Arrays have been introduced in LustreV for helping the description of regular
circuits  The operators and associated compilation techniques are specially
designed for this kind of development
If  is a type and n is a constant 	known at compiletime for criticality rea
sons we dont allow array access by dynamic indices
 then n is the type of
arrays of size n and whose elements type is   The following constructs are
provided 	
 is the array of elements 
 and  true is the array
		truetrue true slice extraction A	ij  Ai Ai      Aj
	if i  j or Ai Ai      Aj 	if j  i Concatenation  AjB 
A
 A     An  B
 B     Bm  All the polymorphic operators
	ifthenelse
 pre
  are extended to arraysA static recursion
mechanism is also available
Compilation with expansion At compilation
 arrays are expanded into
independent variables When we use an array of n elements in a Lustre node

we obtain n independent variables This technique is necessary when program
ming hardware systems in which data arrangement has no meaning anyhow

and for verifying programs 	since we dont know how to take advantage of the
data arrangement for proving properties but it doesnt t software eciency
requirements For formal verication purposes its unfortunate not to use the
information given by the data arrangement to help proving properties of the
system 	see section 
Compilation without expansion LustreV was an attempt to generate
loop code from the operators presented above But
 using slice mechanisms

one can write a program like the one given in gure  It is clearly tedious
	even though possible to write an equivalent imperative loop for this kind of
program
Conclusion  compilation techniques presently used for arrays are not
adapted for obtaining ecient code  it is not always easy to generate e
cient loop imperative code from the operators provided in the language 	slice
expressions  these operators are not easy to use when programming clas
sical array algorithms 	sorting
 maximum
 etc  when expanding arrays
into independent variables data arrangement is lost while it could be kept for
verication
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Fig  The 	 iterators map red fill and map red
 Iterations in Lustre
Our work introduce iterators inspired from functional operators like map or
foldl into Lustre They only allow simple dependences between array elements
and thus make easier the generation of loopcode Generating loop presents
the following advantages considering the code generated  size In all the
cases where we apply n times a computation C
 we reduce the number of copies
of C from n to   execution time a C program containing n assignments
written in sequence is generally a bit slower than an equivalent program with a
loop containing  assignment executed n times  amount of memory needed 
If we use iterators it is possible to identify and suppress useless intermediate
variables 	see section   readability  the operators we propose are easy to
manipulate 	their use is similar to intuitive functional operators
Iterators have been widely used in functional programming for more than
twenty years  Operators such as map
 foldr and foldl 	reductions are very
well dened in  Attempts were made to introduce such dataparallelism
techniques in nonpurely functional specication languages 	in 


 Alpha
or ID Our contribution consists mainly in adapting these constructs to a
dataow synchronous language Safety constraints have an important inu
ence on the constructs we introduce and on how to compile them
In the sequel
 n is an integer whose value must be know statically T and
T

are arrays of size n The s are types and n is the type array of size
n of elements of type  The size of the arrays are necessary only for the
red operator
 but for uniformity we give it even for the others For simplicity

denitions 	and optimizations given in section  are only given for iterations of
purely functional nodes Figure  gives a graphical description of the iterators
map If g  tt


 where t represents an array element and t

an expression
depending on t
 an abstract syntax of the map operator is  T

 map	g T 
It is semantically equivalent to fT

i  g	T ig
irangeT 
 If N 	resp O is a
node 	resp an operator of signature 



   
l
 





   

k

 then
mapNn 	resp mapOn is a node 	resp an operator

of signature

from now on we will not make the distinction between nodes and operators
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node memoaccu in  int
returns accu out t  int
let
accu out    preaccu in
t  accu in
tel
node TenlastV  int
returns T  int
let
T  fillmemoV
tel
int V
int T
int PRE accu in
int accuout
int accu in
Initializing
 of iteration
accu out  V
Computing outputs  V
foriiif
Ti  accu ini
ifinitf accu out  g
elsef
accu out  PRE accu inigg
Memorizing values
foriiif
PRE accu ini  accu inig
Fig 
 A Lustre program manipulating iterators along with the corresponding C
code


n

n    
l
n 


n


n    

k
n
red If g  	t accuaccu


 the reduction r of an array T using g is 
r  red	init T g
 where init is the initialization expression of the reduction
It is semantically equivalent to fr

 init fr
i
 g	r
i
 T ig
irangeT 
 r 
r
sizeT 
g The operator red has this syntax If N is a node of signature
  

 

     
l
 

then redNn is a node of signature  


n

n    
l
n 


fill If g  accu	accu

 elt
 we can have T  fill	init g
 where init is
the initialization of the lling process It is semantically equivalent to fr


init fr
i
 T i  g	r
i
g
irangeT 
g fill has this syntax If N is a node of
signature     


 


    

k
then fillNn is a node of signature
  


n


n    

k
n
map red If g  	accu t	accu

 t

 we have 	T

 r  map red	init T g It
is semantically equivalent to fr

 init fr
i
 T

i  g	r
i
 T ig
irangeT 
 r 
r
sizeT 
g In Lustre
 if N is a node of signature   

 

    
l
   






   

k

 then map redNn is a node of signature 

n

n   

l
n   


n


n    

k
n
Extensions With these iterators
 it is not obvious to write
 eg
 a transpo
sition To extend their power of expression
 we propose two other operators
transpose and mirror If T is an expression whose type is nm
 the
transposeT is an expression of type mn dened by k l   n 
m   transposeTk l  T l k for mirror
 If T is an expression of
type n Then
 mirrorT is an expression of type n dened by  k 
 n 
 mirrorTk  T n k  
 Compiling a simple example
Compilation of iterators is based on techniques developed in  First
 lets
see an example We want to store the  last values of a variable V in an array
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node mainT  intreturnsT  int
var T  int
let
T  mapfT T  mapgT
tel
node fin f  intreturnsout f  int
let
out f  in f  
tel
node gin g  intreturnsout g  int
let
out g  in g  

tel
node mainT  intreturnsT  int
let
T  maphnT 
tel
node hin f  intreturnsout g  int
var
in g  int 
out f  int 
let
out f  in f   in g  out f
out g  in g  

tel
Fig 	 An example of cascade left and the same program optimized right
T The Lustre program is written in gure  	left
The code we can generate for such a program contains arrays for inputs and
outputs of iterations along with arrays for memories corresponding to the pres
in the node iterated We can distinguish three parts as in any synchronous
program  Memories are initialized  Outputs are computed a loop over
arrays for memories and for inputs  Values associated to the various pres
are memorized for the next instant 	this part is also written as a loop over
arrays For generating the memorizing code we use classical techniques
originally proposed in  	see gure 
 Optimization
A possible optimization appears when writing cascades of iterations Consider
the program presented on gure  	left We replace it by the one given on
gure  	right
 h being a new node
 composition of f and g 	assuming that
T is not used by the rest of the program This kind of optimization is
known in functional programming as listlessness 
 or deforestation 
We use listlessness principles instead of generating the whole array T
 its
elements are consumed as soon as they are produced This optimization will
be very useful in a context where programmers manipulate libraries of nodes
performing classical array algorithms 	eg in Scade thus not necessarely
knowing that cascades appear
Axiomatization In order to apply the optimization axioms
 we must have
that  The result	s of the rst iteration are the input	s of the second one
 These variables are not used in the rest of the node 	local variables only
appearing in the two iterations  The cascade formed by the two iterations
is optimizable 	see gure 
For every optimizable cascade there is an axiom Eg If f  a t	a

 t

 and
g  a t	a

 t

 	where a


 t


 a

and t

depend on a and t
 if i

does not
depend on r


 we can apply the rule given on gure 
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 followed by  map ll red mapred
map   
ll   
red
mapred   
Fig  The optimizable cascades
map redi

map redi

 T f g

map redfi

 i

g T fa
f
 a
g
g t 
let  x y   fa
f
 t
in let  x

 y

  ga
g
 y
in  fx x

g y


i

i

r

r

r

r

i

i


TT
T
f
g
T T
Fig  a map red followed by a map red
 Prototyping and applications
The iterators have been implemented in a prototype compiler that can gen
erate C code for simple Lustre programs that manipulate iterations They
were not introduced in the academic compiler we wanted to experiment our
approach rst We treated several kinds of classical algorithms that use ar
rays 	sorts
 maximums
 etc and showed that the code obtained is more
ecient than the one obtained for an equivalent program in LustreV We
also applied our proposition to a realscale case study provided by Airbus
that contains approximately  Scade nodes with lots of arrays This showed
that  iterators are really useful lots of programs written were actually
iterations but performed on expanded arrays with duplication of the code 
the optimizations we propose could be apply very frequently in the whole pro
gram developers did write lots of computations that can be seen as cascade
of iterations Iterators will soon be added to Scade and used by Airbus
 Conclusion and further work
New operators for manipulating arrays in the dataow synchronous language
Lustre have been proposed These operators
 inspired by the ones generally
used in functional programming were designed such that we can easily generate
ecient imperative code We proposed optimizations made at the source level
in order to provide more ecient code  memory normally used for the
intermediate arrays is saved  the program produced is faster than before
optimizations 	we suppress two loops one that usually writes the intermediate
array and an other one that reads it The iterators were implemented in a
prototype compiler which validated the compilation process These constructs
will be added to the academic version of Lustre and to Scade Programers
will use libraries built with the iterators and will not necessarily know that
25
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optimizations are needed or applied Moreover
 we think it is possible to use
the arrangement of data to help proving properties For example
 if B 
map	fA
 we have an invariant property of B 	Bi depends on Ai A
theorem prover 	like PVS can be used to prove these invariants We are
currently studying this last question
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